Kindergarten News
Week 6 - September 13th to September 17th
Phonograms this week: i, j, k, l
Phonograms to review: a,b, c, d, e. f, g, h.
Phonogram test over - f, g, h, i
Poem “ #3 “ - Please study with your child. We will work for 2 weeks
on this poem.

Mr. Three

A ruffle on a little dress is very plain to see, go ‘round and ‘round
a ruffle to write a Mr. THREE.

Objectives for this week:
Spalding - Phonograms i, j, k, l. Work on counting sounds in a given word.
Writing practice of phonograms. Review of a, b,c, d, e, f, g, h using the
Phonogram Circus DVD.
Reading - Working on understanding that words are groups of letters in a
specific order. Each letter has its own sound or sometimes sounds. We will
work on how changing the first letter of a word can change its meaning - (
cat, rat) / Word family concept or patterns.
We will continue reading words off our Phonogram charts .These are words
the students come up with that begin with the sound we are working on.
Please have your child listen to the Phonogram Circus DVD at home. This
will be a great review tool.
Math - Continue working on counting to 20 orally, written # 0 20,Identifying objects 1-20, charts / graphs and patterns.
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Language Arts - Listening skills, following directions, word families, verbs,
and identifying the main idea of a story. We will also be working on learning
the poem #3.

Mr. Three

A ruffle on a little dress is very plain to see, go ‘round and ‘round
a ruffle to write a Mr. THREE.
** The test over this poem will be Sept. 27th - Monday
Science - This week's unit is introducing the scientific method to the
students.
Social Studies - We will continue working on classroom & playground
rules. Our unit this week is about the important people in our community.
Parent Information
Hello Parents,
● Please take out all papers on the “HOME” side of your child's
blue or green folder > Review them with your child and keep
them at home! :-) Also, please make sure to sign return the
homework slips each night.
Thank you,
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